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As confidence continues to build domestically and with warmer
weather marking the start of Spring, Australians across much of the
country continue to return to all that life has to offer.

Outside the home, Australians residing beyond Victoria are
supporting local cafes for their morning caffeine-hit, partaking in
community team sports, researching and purchasing items in-store
that were postponed, visiting Australia’s prized beach and outdoor
locations, connecting with friends over dinner at favourite
restaurants and taking much-needed road trips within their states all
previously dreamt of during March lockdowns. And for Victorians in
lockdown, audience levels are plateauing as case numbers drop
and residents adjust, making the most of localized trip making for
shopping and exercise.

So with the start of Spring, this week we commence our state-
specific insights series shining a light on Queensland, the sunshine
state.

We deep dive into the resurgence of Queensland residents and their
love of the great outdoors as out of home audience volumes return
to 2019 levels, their optimism towards the future of the state and
nation, and their anticipation when it comes to future travel
intentions, employment and purchasing power as they forge-ahead
as a community that has successfully suppressed Covid-19 presence
on home-soil.



Trends covered
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Here and Now:

Year on Year Out of Home audience 
volumes and movement trends

A Look to the Future:

Updated consumer attitudes and intentions 
data for Queensland residents vs. the 
national average
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Whilst we endeavor to share as much as we can 

with our valued partners, due to commercial 

agreements the insights provided by Dspark

within this Pulse report are not available for use 

by competitors to Dspark.

We thank you for your understanding as we 

abide by our contractual agreements

For Dspark, “Competitor” means each of the entities below and their Related 

Bodies Corporate:

(a) Telstra Corporation Limited, only where the Customer Group is providing 

services directly to Telstra Corporation Limited or its Related Bodies Corporate 

(services provided by a media agency or other intermediaries to Telstra 

Corporation Limited or its Related Bodies Corporate shall not be deemed to be 

in breach of clause 2.3);

(b) Google LLC;

(c) Here Global B.V.;

(d) TomTom International BV;

(e) Any person or entity (other than Dspark or its Related Bodies Corporate) which 

is in the business of providing geospatial insights from telecommunications, GPS, 

WiFi and other similar data that informs movement to the public, in the Territory, 

using the retail brand names used or owned by any of the persons or entities listed 

above in (a) to (d), or the Related Bodies Corporate of any such person or entity; 

and

(f) Any person or entity (other than Dspark or its Related Bodies Corporate) which is 

in the business of providing geospatial insights from telecommunications, GPS, WiFi

and other similar data that informs movement to the public, in the Territory

Dspark
data usage disclaimer 



Here & Now



Audiences stable at 
over 90% recovery in 
markets outside 
Victoria and up +5% 
week-on-week in 
Victoria!

Source: Dspark data, 4,000+ Roadside and Retail locations, week ending Aug 31st 2020 vs. same week 2019
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Source: Dspark data, Roadside and Retail locations, week ending Aug 31st 2020 vs. same week 2019

Weekly audience growth across NSW and Victoria 

As we enter Spring and with weekly audience 
growth across NSW and Victoria in the past week, 
audiences reached 77% of 2019 levels across 
roadside and retail environments nationally

• Roadside and Retail audiences delivered 376mil 
contacts nationwide in the past week

• In Victoria, with lower Covid-19 case numbers 
providing confidence, audiences increased 
+5.1% delivering an incremental 2mil contacts 
week on week

• In markets outside of Victoria, audiences 
continue returning to near normal, now at 92% of 
2019 levels.

• In Regional areas, audience levels at 96% of 2019 
levels

Year on Year

77% of 2019 levels
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Source: Dspark data, Roadside and Retail locations, Regional areas, week 
ending Aug 31st 2020 vs. same week 2019

Audiences in regional Australia return to 2019 levels

With warmer weather, a return to pre Covid-19 
trip making and an influx of visitors on short trips, 
audience levels in regional areas continued to 
track near to 2019 levels

Regional audience recovery at 96% of 2019 
levels, with Retail audiences at 101% of 2019 
levels in regional Australia

In Qld, SA and WA regional audiences continue 
to outperform 2019 levels

96% of 2019 levels across oOh! Regional locations
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National audience recovery at 79% of 2019 levels, with the 
network delivering 210 million contacts weekly. 

In markets outside of Victoria roadside audience recovery 
continues, hitting 90% of 2019 levels. In suburban metro 
areas outside of Melbourne audience recovery hit 87%.

Regionally, audiences near 2019 levels, reaching 94% yoy in 
the past week. And in metro areas, suburban assets 
continue to see an above average return

70% of 2019 levels in Metro areas 

94% of 2019 levels in Regional areas 

72% of 2019 levels in Suburban areas 

58% of 2019 levels in CBD areas

Source: Dspark data, 3,200 Roadside locations nationally, week ending Aug 31st 2020 vs same week 2019

Regional and suburban roadside over perform

79% of 2019 levels across oOh! Road locations
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Audience recovery at 75% of 2019 levels across oOh! Retail 
network, delivering 166 million contacts in the past week. 

In the past week, Retail audiences in Victoria grew +3%, 
driven by a +7% increase in audience across oOh!’s local 
centre network.  

In markets outside of Victoria audience return continues, 
reaching 93% of 2019 levels as Australians return to regular 
shopping habits. 

Recovery by centre type indicative of continued shopping 
for essentials in local and medium centres and at large 
centres within grocery precincts

Source: Dspark data, 500+ Retail locations nationally, week ending Aug 31st 2020 vs same week 2019

Retail shopping behaviour returns outside of Victoria

75% of 2019 levels across oOh! Retail locations

69% of 2019 levels in 

Metro areas

101% of 2019 levels in 

Regional areas

87% of 2019 levels in 

Homemaker centres

87% of 2019 levels in 

Local centres

84% of 2019 levels in 

Medium centres

68% of 2019 levels in 

Large centres



A Look to the Future
Australian States At A Glance: 
Queensland Market Spotlight
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Source: 1 ABC.net.au, Charting the Covid-19 spread in Australia, accessed 31st August 2020 (Covid-19 Community Outbreak Graph shown above)
Source: 2 Google Community Mobility Reports, 30th August 2020. The baseline is the median value, for the corresponding day of the week, during the fiveweek period 3 Jan – 6 Feb 2020. (Queensland 
State Mobility Data shown above)

Queensland Covid-19 Community Outbreak

It is a shared opinion across the nation that Queensland is one of

Australia’s success stories in the elimination of widespread Covid-

19 outbreak in the community, with single-digit daily new cases

recorded from late April 2020 to present1.

Queensland’s success in the fight against Covid-19 has supported

a bounce-back in residents' confidence since the nation-wide

initial lockdown in late March, with visitation to destinations outside

the home making a full recovery, and in-parts above 2019 mobility

levels, as Queenslanders enjoy all that their state has to offer2.

Queensland State Mobility to outdoor destinations
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Source: 1 oOh!media Pulse Report | Timing Wave 1: 1st- 4th May, 2020 Wave 2:18th- 19th May, 2020 Wave 3: 1st -
3rd June 2020 Wave 4: 24th - 28th July 2020| Research Panel: Dynata| Australians aged 16+, n=3,726, Wave 1: 
n=2,212 / Wave 2: n=423/ Wave 3: n=318/ Wave 4: n= 773. All Queensland reported above (n=717).Source: 2 
NAB, State Economic Overview, August 2020. Source: 3 Roy Morgan, Two-thirds of working Australians have had 
their employment impacted by COVID-19 – Victoria, NSW & Tasmania hardest hit, 26th August 2020

NAB State Economic Overview August 2020 reports positive business 
conditions in Queensland for the month prior, with positivity also recorded 
for WA, SA and Tasmania2.

The Queensland's labor market also looks to be largely protected from 
changes to working conditions by those employed with 61% of 
Queensland residents reporting their job has not been impacted by Covid-
19, 5% points higher than the national figure1.

And once all restrictions are removed, 86% of Queenslanders are 
confident their employer's business is/will bounce-back and 82% are 
confident their own employment will be maintained or improve in the 
future1.

As a result of the State Governments response to Covid-19 outbreak, 

84% of Queenslanders say their confidence has maintained or grown 

towards their State Government, with confidence 3% points higher 

than the state average for Queenslanders under 401. 

Confidence towards the State Government

Confidence towards Politicians and Policy Makers

84% of Queenslanders say their confidence has maintained or grown 

towards National Politicians and Policy Makers as a result of their 

response to the outbreak, with sentiment on par with the rest of the 

nation1. 
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Compared to before the Covid-19 outbreak, Queenslanders agree…

And Queenslanders intend to maintain or increase visitation to 

destinations outside the home compared to pre Covid-19 levels …

With increased confidence due to very few Covid-19 cases, audiences 
in Queensland continue to enjoy outdoor destinations…

Queenslanders are on the move, with oOh! roadside audience volumes 
at 97% of 2019 levels for w/e 31st August 2020 3. 

Equally, Queenslanders have returned to the shops, with oOh! Retail 
audiences fully recovered to 100% of 2019 levels for w/e August 31st

20203.

By the end of July 2020, OpenTable reports Queenslanders were 
increasingly dining-in at restaurants compared to a year ago, with the 7-
day seating diners figures recording upwards of 20% growth YOY2.

Google Mobility data for w/e 30th August 2020 reports visitations to parks 
in Queensland were 21% above baseline pre Covid-19 period4.

Source: 1 oOh!media Pulse Report | Timing Wave 1: 1st- 4th May, 2020 Wave 2:18th- 19th May, 2020 Wave 3: 1st -
3rd June 2020 Wave 4: 24th - 28th July 2020| Research Panel: Dynata| Australians aged 16+, n=3,726, Wave 1: 
n=2,212 / Wave 2: n=423/ Wave 3: n=318/ Wave 4: n= 773. All Queensland reported above (n=717) Source: 2 
NAB, State Economic Overview, August 2020 from OpenTable, seater diners, y/y (7 day m.a.). Source: 3 Dspark
data, Roadside and Retail locations, week ending Aug 31st 2020 vs. same week 2019. Source: 4 Google 
Community Mobility Reports, 30th August 2020. The baseline is the median value, for the corresponding day of 
the week, during the five week period 3 Jan – 6 Feb 2020. 

Over 3 in 4 are generally
happier to be out and 
about1

74% are generally more 
appreciative of the outdoors 
and outdoor destinations1

76% are more alert and 
aware of their 
surroundings1

6 in 10 are eager to 
be out for longer 
amounts of time1

88% visit cafes, pubs 
and venues1

8 in 10 visit 
entertainment 
precincts e.g. cinema1

74% attend live 
sports events1

78% attend site-based 
festivals and/or events1

83% time spent 
in/around city CBD 
area1



Queenslanders taking advantage of their own playground!
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Australia Aviation reports Cairns to Brisbane return route of 90+ flights a 
week now Australia’s busiest in aviation domestically as Queenslanders 
take advantage of intrastate travel2.

And as Queenslanders continue to holiday in their state, 2 in 3 residents 
plan to take more road trips in the future compared to the number of 
trips taken prior to Covid-19 outbreak1.

Queenslanders are also planning to drive further compared to most 
Australians, with 45% planning a road trip more than 2 hours away, 7% 
points higher than the average1. 

Queenslanders are eager to leave their nest, with over half saying they 
simply need a holiday or want to get out of the house as a key 
motivation to travel. Additionally 1 in 3 said they have an existing travel 
booking or had previously planned to travel overseas but have 
decided to travel domestically instead1.

Residents outside of Queensland are also looking forward 
to the reopening of borders!

Over 1 in 3 Australians living outside Queensland are 

planning to holiday in another Australian state in the next 

12 months1. 

68% of Australians living outside Queensland would be 

happy to travel to the sunny state once hard-borders 

reopen1. 

Source: 1 oOh!media Pulse Report | Timing Wave 1: 1st- 4th May, 2020 Wave 2:18th- 19th May, 2020 Wave 3: 1st -
3rd June 2020 Wave 4: 24th - 28th July 2020| Research Panel: Dynata| Australians aged 16+, n=3,726, Wave 1: 
n=2,212 / Wave 2: n=423/ Wave 3: n=318/ Wave 4: n= 773. All Queensland reported above (n=717) Source: 2 
Australian Aviation, Cairns-Brisbane now Australia’s busiest route, 20th August 2020. 
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Source: 1 oOh!media Pulse Report | Timing Wave 1: 1st- 4th May, 2020 Wave 2:18th- 19th May, 2020 Wave 3: 1st -
3rd June 2020 Wave 4: 24th - 28th July 2020| Research Panel: Dynata| Australians aged 16+, n=3,726, Wave 1: 
n=2,212 / Wave 2: n=423/ Wave 3: n=318/ Wave 4: n= 773. All Queensland reported above (n=717) 

Confidence in the banking and financial sector
Once all social distancing restrictions have been removed 81% of 
Queenslanders expect their confidence in banks to be maintained or 
increase compared to pre Covid-19 levels1.

Growing trust towards the sector
78% of Queenslanders report their trust has maintained or grown towards 
Large Banks as a result of their response to Covid-191.

9 in 10 Queenslanders report their trust in Small Banks has also maintained 
or grown given their response over the last 6 months1. 

Consistent spending power
Once all social distancing restrictions have been removed 3 in 4 
Queenslanders expect their discretionary income i.e. ability to buy 
products and services will be maintained or increase, consistently held 
view over the three months ending July 20201.

Big Ticket purchases on the agenda

Once all social distancing restrictions are removed and borders reopen, 
Queenslanders intend to…

May 2020 June 2020 July 2020

80% 82% 81%

1 in 5 intend to buy a new car with those under 40 years old 
1.6x more likely to hold this intention1. 

1 in 3 intend to plan a 
holiday in an overseas 
destination/s, once 
international borders 
permit1. 

1 in 2 intend to holiday 
within Australia1. 

1 in 5 aged under 40 intend to buy a new 
house or apartment1. 
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As at the end of July 2020, Queenslanders are looking to purchase…

86% small home appliances e.g. vacuum, kettles, with over 6 in 
10 intending to buy instore only1.

75% large home appliances e.g. fridges, with 72% intending to 
buy instore only1.

79% telecommunication products, with 2 in 3 planned to be 
made instore or a blend with online1.

82% electronics, with 2 in 3 intending to buy instore for all 
purchases1.

91% banking and financial products, with over half of purchases 
planned for instore or a blend with online1.

81% health products, of which 60% intend to buy instore for every 
purchase1.

2 in 3 lottery tickets, with over half intending to buy all purchases 
from a lottery retailer store1.

81% alcohol, of which 3 in 4 intend to buy instore only1.

Upcoming purchases set to be made at bricks and mortar locations!

Source: 1 oOh!media Pulse Report | Timing Wave 1: 1st- 4th May, 2020 Wave 2:18th- 19th May, 2020 Wave 3: 1st -
3rd June 2020 Wave 4: 24th - 28th July 2020| Research Panel: Dynata| Australians aged 16+, n=3,726, Wave 1: 
n=2,212 / Wave 2: n=423/ Wave 3: n=318/ Wave 4: n= 773. All Queensland reported above (n=717). 
* source: ABC.net.au, Charting the COVID-19 spread in Australia, 2nd September 2020

Queenslanders are 4.6x more likely to intend to shop more at physical 
stores in the future compared to reducing purchases at retail 
destinations1.  
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Source: oOh!media Pulse Report | Timing Wave 1: 1st- 4th May, 2020 Wave 2:18th- 19th May, 
2020 Wave 3: 1st -3rd June 2020 Wave 4: 24th - 28th July 2020| Research Panel: Dynata| 
Australians aged 16+, n=3,726, Wave 1: n=2,212 / Wave 2: n=423/ Wave 3: n=318/ Wave 4: n= 
773. Wave 4 results displayed right.

Research 

Agency
Independent research panel provider, Dynata
on behalf of oOh!media

Methodology
Quantitative research via online consumer 
panel. Nationally representative sample based 
on age and geographic location

Sample Australians aged 16+

Sample Size

Total respondents, n=3,726
Wave 1: n= 2,212
Wave 2: 423
Wave 3: 318
Wave 4: 773

Research Timings

Wave 1: 1st- 4th May, 2020
Wave 2: 18th- 20th May, 2020
Wave 3: 1st- 3rd June, 2020
Wave 4: 24th- 28th July, 2020

Age:

22%

11%

24%

9%

10%
6%

5%

1%

8%
1%

1%

0.1%

2%

1%

Sydney metropolitan

New South Wales (Not Sydney)

Melbourne metropolitan

Victoria (Not Melbourne)

Brisbane metropolitan

Queensland (Not Brisbane)

Adelaide metropolitan

South Australia (Not Adelaide)

Perth metropolitan

Western Australia (Not Perth)

Darwin metropolitan

Northern Territory (Not Darwin)

Tasmania

ACT

50%
Male

50%
Female

Gender:

Location:

8%

28%27%
30%

7%

Gen Z (aged 16-

24)

Gen Y (aged 25-

39)

Gen X (aged 40-

55)

Baby Boomers

(aged 56-74)

Pre Baby Boomers

(aged 75+)

Wave 4


